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Using measured spin-transfer rates from alkali atoms to 3He, combined with spin-relaxation rates
of the alkali atoms due to 3He and 4He, it should be possible to differentiate between isotropic and
anisotropic spin-exchange. This would give a fundamental limit on the 3He polarization attainable
in spin-exchange optical pumping. For K-He, we find the limit to be 0.90±0.11.

PACS numbers: 32.80.Bx,33.25.+k,34.30.+h

I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

Anisotropic spin-exchange was recently considered by
Walter et al.[1] and, on the basis of theoretical argu-
ments that have generally been successful in explaining
the size of various alkali–noble-gas spin-interactions, was
found to be a small effect. If present, anisotropic spin-
exchange would limit the maximum attainable noble-gas
polarization. Walter et al.[1] predicted the value to be
97% for Rb-3He. Extensive experiments at Wisconsin
and NIST [2–4] have shown that some unknown spin-
relaxation mechanism keeps the 3He polarizations, even
under supposedly ideal conditions, to less than 80% for
both Rb and K-Rb mixtures. Could the source of this
relaxation be anisotropic spin-exchange? Here we seek
an experimental answer to this question.

The relaxation rate of 3He due to collisions with spin-
polarized alkali atoms at density [A] is

ΓHe = (ka + kb) [A] + Γw (1)

where ka and kb are the rate coefficients due to isotropic
and anisotropic spin-exchange. If one assumes that the
wall relaxation rate Γw is independent of alkali density,
then the slope S of measurements of ΓHe vs [A] gives the
sum of the two rate coefficients.

On the other hand, the spin-exchange rate due to the
two interactions is

ΓSE = kSE[A] = (ka − kb/2) [A] (2)

so that, in the presence of anisotropic spin-exchange,
S/kSE ≡ 1 + X > 1. Experimentally, we find

X = X0 + X1
S

V
(3)

where X0 ≈ 0.15 and X1 varies widely from cell to cell.
One possible interpretation of this result is that there is
a bulk contribution X0 to the 3He relaxation, plus a wall
contribution that is difficult to control but whose fluc-
tuations are proportional to surface/volume ratio S/V .
The bulk contribution would presumably come from anis-
totropic spin-exchange.

The spin-relaxation rate of the alkali atoms due to 3He
is, at low polarization and low enough temperatures that
the alkali-alkali spin-relaxation rates can be ignored,

3γA =3 k[3He] =
°

3kSR + ka + kb

¢
[3He] (4)

where kSR is the relaxation produced by the spin-rotation
interaction. If alkali-4He relaxation rates are also mea-
sured, one should then have enough information.

The spin-relaxation rate due to 4He is simply

4γA = 4kSR[4He] (5)

since there is no spin-exchange for 4He. Thus we can
use the relaxation of the alkali atoms in 4He to isolate
the spin-exchange and spin-relaxation contributions. We
argue below that the spin-relaxation rates for the two
isotopes scale linearly with the collision velocities, so that

3kSR =
r

µ4

µ3

4kSR (6)

where µ is the reduced mass of the He-alkali pair. This
scaling should allow us to separate the spin-exchange and
spin-rotation contributions to the alkali spin-relaxation
rate:

1 + X0 =
3k −

q
µ4
µ3

4kSR

kSE
(7)

The three parameters on the right-hand side of this equa-
tion are the three measurements needed: the alkali re-
laxation rates for the two isotopes and the 3He spin-
exchange rate.

Experimentally, the challenge is to measure the alkali
spin-relaxation rates carefully enough to preserve signifi-
cance for the subtraction in the numerator of Eq. 7. The
Rb-3He spin-exchange rate has now been measured by
two different groups [2, 5] to be 6.8× 10−20 cm3/s. The
relaxation rates for Rb-He are unfortunately about 16-50
times bigger (depending on temperature) than the spin-
exchange rates. Thus very high precision measurements
would need to be made.
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The situation is much better for potassium, where the
measured efficiencies suggest a factor of 10 more favorable
ratio of spin-exchange to spin-relaxation rates.

We now turn to the scaling relation for the two iso-
topes. The spin-rotation coupling γ(R), R being inter-
atomic separation, is inversely proportional to the re-
duced mass µ of the colliding pair. This is because the
rotation frequency of the atoms about each other is

ω =
h̄N
µR2

(8)

which give rise to a Coriolis interaction

Vω = −h̄ω · L (9)

where L is the electronic angular momentum[6]. The
spin-rotation coupling then arises due to the response
of the electron to the effective magnetic field B =
h̄ω/(gSµB). Thus one expects on very general grounds
that γ(R) ∝ 1/µ.

The spin-relaxation rate coefficient is an average over
the possible collision trajectories [7]

kSR =
8πvµ2

3h̄2

Z ∞

0
we−wdwb3db

×
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γ(R)dRp
(1− b2/R2)− V (R)/wkT
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, (10)

where w is a dimensionless variable and b the impact
parameter of the collision. V (R) is the Rb-He potential,
which should be very insensitive to the mass of the He nu-
cleus. The inverse scaling of γ with reduced mass cancels
the µ2 factor in front of the integrals, so that the mass-
dependence of the spin-relaxation rate coefficient arises
entirely from the relative velocity factor v ∝ 1/√µ.

II. EXPERIMENT

The K-He spin-relaxation measurements were made
at Amersham Health using a 7.1 cm diameter spherical
valved cell containing K metal with a very small amount
of Rb metal dissolved in it. The Rb vapor density was
measured to be 2 ± 0.4 × 10−3 that of the K. The Rb
atoms were polarized to typically 20% polarization by
optical pumping with a 60 W diode laser. The polarized
Rb atoms then polarized the K atoms by spin-exchange
collisions. A mechanical shutter periodically blocked the
laser light to allow the alkali polarization to decay due to
spin-relaxation.

A single-frequency tunable diode laser, operating at
typically 3 nm or more from the potassium D1 line at
770 nm, was used to monitor the spin-polarization of the
alkali atoms by Faraday rotation. The spin-relaxation
transients were then analyzed to extract the slowest de-
cay mode of the relaxing atoms. This procedure was
repeated a number of times as the pressure and compo-
sition of the cell was varied. Two decays were taken at

each pressure, with different probe laser intensities. A
linear extrapolation to zero laser intensity was at most a
5% effect.

Three gases were used for the experiments. The “3He”
gas was actually a 0.9922:0.0078 3He-N2 mixture that
was the standard Amersham gas mixture. Pure nitrogen
gas was also used so that the nitrogen contribution to the
3He relaxation could be corrected for. The third gas was
4He. The cell was filled with the gas of interest at high
pressure. Immediately after filling with the fresh gas, the
alkali vapor pressure would suddenly drop, then slowing
recover over the period of about an hour. The drop in
pressure was presumably due to chemical reactions with
impurities in the gases. To vary the gas pressure, hot gas
was pumped out through the cell valve. Since this was
done with the cell hot, the gas density was determined
from the pressue using the ideal gas law at the 150◦C cell
temperature.
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FIG. 1: Spin-relaxation data for K in two gas mixtures. The
top data is the 3He-N2 mixture, the bottom for pure 4He.

The measured spin-relaxation decay rates are shown
in Fig. 1. On a given day, the data vary smoothly with
pressure; however we found some systematic day-to-day
changes that are outside the normal statistical fluctua-
tions. For example, the 3He data points at 6.9 amagat
and 2.9 amagat were taken on different days than most
of the other data. The size of these unexplained fluctua-
tions is about 4%.

III. ANALYSIS

The data for the two gases were fit to the following
function:

Γ = D0

r
µ3

µG

≥ π

R

¥2 1amagat
[G]

+ Γ0 + k[G] (11)
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with the first term representing diffusion, the second K-
K relaxation, and the third spin-relaxation due to K-G
collisions. Based on S. Kadlecek’s thesis[8], we expect
Γ0 < 0.1/s at this temperature and this parameter was
actually taken to be zero for the fit. The data for both
gases were fit simultaneously, assuming that the diffusion
coefficient scales inversely with the square root of the
reduced mass µ of the K-G pair. Thus only 3 parameters,
D0, k(3He), and k(4He), were used to fit the entire data
set. The results are:

D0 = 0.91± 0.04 cm2/s
k(3He) = 0.89± 0.04/s-amagat
k(4He) = 0.36± 0.014/s-amagat

(12)

with the error bars reflecting the unexplained day-to-day
fluctuations in the results.

At the 150◦C temperature, the K and Rb atoms
are well into the regime where the spin-exchange rates
greatly exceed the spin-relaxation rates for the atoms.
Thus the atoms should be well-described by a spin-
temperature. The presence of the Rb vapor at a con-
centration of 1/500 slightly modifies the usual slowing
down factor of 6 for a nuclear spin-3/2 atom like K to
s = 6 + 10.8/500 = 6.02. We also must account for
a slight amount of Rb-He spin-relaxation, measured by
Baranga et al [5] to be 41.2/s-amagat for Rb3He, and,
using the mass scaling, 36.1/s-amagat for 4He. We there-
fore find

4kSR = s× 0.36− 36.1/500 = 2.10 /s-amagat
= 7.8× 10−20 cm3/s (13)

and, using the mass scaling,

3kSR = 1.14 4kSR = 2.39 /s-amagat

= 8.9± 0.4× 10−20 cm3/s (14)

Since the 3He gas is actually a mixture, a correction for
N2 must also be made. From Ref. [8], and confirmed by a
measurement at 28 psig, we find that nitrogen contributes
1.24/s-amagat for the 0.78% mixture used. We therefore
find for the total K-3He spin-destruction rate coefficient
(spin-exchange plus spin-rotation),

3k = s× 0.89− 1.24− 41.2/500 = 4.04 /s-amagat (15)

The spin-exchange contributions is therefore

ka + kb = 3k − 3kSR = 1.65 /s-amagat
= 6.1± 0.7× 10−20cm3/s (16)

The latest measurements of kSE [9] give ka − kb/2 =
5.5 ± 0.2 × 10−20 cm3/s. Therefore the X-factor due to
anisotropic spin-exchange is

1 + X0 =
6.1± 0.7
5.5± 0.2

= 1.11± 0.13 (17)

or X0 = 0.11 ± 0.13. This in turn implies a maximum
attainable 3He polarization of

PHe =
1

1 + X
= 0.90± 0.11 (18)

This result is tantalizing since it suggests there may ac-
tually be a fundamental contribution to the X-factor.
Higher precision on both the spin-exchange rate coeffi-
cient and the spin-relaxation measurements are needed
to reach a definitive conclusion.
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